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Use this information document to find out all
about Ancient Greek Pottery.

Look at these Images of Ancient Greek Jewellery.
What do you notice about the material they are
made from? What do you think it said about the
people who wore them? Would everyone be able to
wear this jewellery?

Think about:
What patterns and images are on the pottery?
How were the made? What did they hold?
Are there any similarities between the different
images on the pots?
Using the images and information you have found,
create a poster/power point/collage of what
Ancient Greek pottery was like, how it was made
and what it was used for!

I would like you to design 3 different pieces of
jewellery that could have been made in the
Ancient Greek times.
Think about:
- What colours you might use
- What patterns you may choose to include
- Could you incorporate a character from greek mythology?

RE – Why is Lent such an important period for Christians?
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What is Lent?
Look at this website and find out all about what Lent is. There is a
video to help you.
What is Lent? - BBC Bitesize

What is the story of Lent and how is it
celebrated?
Look at this PowerPoint that tells you the
story of Jesus fasting for 40 days and
nights and resisting temptation after his
baptism.
Can you explain what the message was that Jesus was
trying to teach people through this story and how
Christians celebrate Lent to remember Jesus’s
sacrifice?

Now that you know what Lent is, have a think about what you would
give up for Lent if you were asked to. You could draw what you would
give up and write an explanation as to why on a blank piece of paper
or there is a sheet you could use.

